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Abstract 

Thruster allocation (TA) is a commonly used term in the marine industry. TA refers to an                
optimization problem where the objective is to find an optimal combination of individual             
thrust forces that produce desired net force and torque for a marine vessel. In TA the desired                 
net wrench is optimally distributed over multiple fully rotating thrusters in such a way that               
the power consumption of the vessel is minimized while preserving the desired propulsion. 

The purpose of this project was to research and develop thruster allocation algorithms and              
test the algorithms with a real miniature model ship in a testing pool. In addition, the purpose                 
was to develop a simulation system and proper visualization tools for the vessel in order to be                 
able to test ship maneuvering in a simulated environment. Moreover, there was an option to               
investigate and implement a dynamic positioning (DP) algorithm which is used for            
controlling the position and heading angle of the ship. 

During the project, thruster allocation and dynamic positioning systems were developed and            
tested in the simulation. The entire system consists of separate ROS nodes that communicate              
with each other wirelessly through the ROS network. Some of the nodes are targeted for               
controlling the physical ship thrusters and running TA and DP algorithms while other nodes              
are used for visualizing vessel movement, different forces and sensor information as well as              
logging the system behaviour and sensor data for future use. In addition, two IMU sensors               
and a GPS were added to the existing model ship platform. 

Due to the outbreak of COVID-19 pandemic, the pool testing became impossible, thus the              
focus of the project was kept on the simulation software and related tools. All required               
functionalities and some extra features were implemented and overall the project was a             
success. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
  

1. Introduction 

1.1. Project background  

What is thrust allocation and what are marine operations? Most of the people, even              
engineers, may not have heard the term thrust allocation before, which is why it is best to try                  
to explain the title of this project as the first thing. Thrust allocation (TA) is essentially a ship                  
control subsystem responsible for the determination of a power or force and its angle for a                
variable number of thrusters in order to produce some net thrust or wrench. Hence, the thrust                
allocation system is given a certain set value as a force-torque vector which is then translated                
and distributed as control signals to individual thrusters. This step is critical in any kind (or                
level) of autonomous control schemes which are becoming increasingly more common and            
integrated into intelligent control systems of many different types of ships. Additionally,            
optimal utilization of thrusters is essential for minimal fuel or power consumption as well as               
to provide maximal thrust when that is required. 

The type of a ship, or thrusters it utilizes for propulsion, depends also on the marine operation                 
in question. Marine operations consist of various types of missions and ships carrying out              
operative or assistive tasks (e.g. tugging, surveying, S&R), as well as acquisition and             
transportation of various resources and materials (e.g. oil drilling, gas, or cargo) etc. What is               
a common factor here is an accurate and effective control system that is required from the                
vessels in order to successfully carry out the task in question. Generally, ships taking part in                
various marine operations must operate under highly variable and demanding weather and sea             
conditions. This imposes high-performance requirements for both thrusters and their control           
systems. 

In cases where high manoeuvrability is required, ships have commonly shifted from using             
conventional fixed-axis propellers to azimuth thrusters. For instance, tugs that offer services            
in harbors for larger vessels and those with limited manoeuvrability, rely largely on             
utilization of azimuth thrusters. These thrusters can rotate horizontally around the vertical            
axis as much as 360 degrees allowing the ship to maintain its heading and speed despite of                 
changing environmental conditions and external forces affecting the vessel. This type of            
control scheme, which critically depends on the performance of the thrust allocation control,             
is often referred to as dynamic positioning (DP). 

  

Table 1.1 Definition of the associated control schemes 



Thrust allocation Dynamic positioning 

A distribution of forces (thrust and angle) to        
a number of thrusters to achieve certain net        
force and torque. 

A higher level feedback-control system to      
counter dynamical forces and to maintain      
ship’s position and heading. 

  

 

Therefore, an optimal TA and DP control is one of the most important aspects of ship                
systems. The future technological advancements on the development of autonomous ships,           
which has been under increasing interest and in the list of active R&D projects of many                
companies lately (e.g. ABB, Wärtsilä, Rolls-Royce), strongly rely on these systems and their             
performance improvements as well. The DP control is also critical in many types of marine               
operations (e.g. offshore oil drilling from mobile platforms) where the vessel must be             
accurately kept in constant pose in respect of the world frame / geographical coordinate              
system. 

This project work carried out on this course focused on the development of an intelligent               
control system and thruster allocation for a small model ship utilizing azimuth thrusters. The              
developed system was based on Robot Operating System (ROS) which acted as a middleware              
for lower level thruster control. The low-level control (in some terminology one might call              
this also thrust allocation in the scope of individual thrusters) was developed by the group of                
previous year’s Project course 2019. Hence, our task was to extend the existing system and to                
implement thruster allocation and DP algorithms in ROS. 

 

1.2. Model ship and system description 

The small model ship, the prototype, was fitted with three azimuth thrusters run by Arduino,               
VESC (“an open-source electronic speed controller”) and Raspberry Pi boards. Raspberry Pi            
handled the higher-level communication and offered an interface for the user. Arduinos were             
linked with Raspberry through serial communication interface and provided API functions           
for VESC operation. VESC handled the actual operation and low-level control of thrusters             
which were based on brushless DC motors. An image of the model ship with all the attached                 
subsystems is found in Fig. 1.1. For more details, please see the documentation of the Project                
work carried out by the previous group in 2019         
(https://wiki.aalto.fi/display/AEEproject/Ship+thruster+interface). 

https://wiki.aalto.fi/display/AEEproject/Ship+thruster+interface


 

Figure 1.1. Model ship and its component at the beginning of the project. 

 

 

1.3. Thrust allocation and dynamic positioning systems 

A typical ship control system schematic with related forces and measurements is illustrated in              
Fig. 1.2 as presented by Arditti et al. (2018). Both DP and TA systems are responsible for the                  
thruster control in response to the operator control, forces and motions. As briefly described              
in Section 1.1, the dynamic positioning system is responsible for keeping the vessel             
stationary, thus allowing it to perform for instance, numerous offshore operations (e.g.            
drilling, offloading, pipe-laying) (Arditti et al., 2018). In other words, the task of the DP               
system is to counter the external and environmental forces affecting the vessel in the surge,               
sway and yaw directions. An extensive overview of various methods utilized for DP control              
is provided by Sorensen (2011). Potential approaches included simple horizontal PID-control,           
MPC-based methods, optimal control and Kalman filtering with observers, non-linear fuzzy           
controllers, feedback linearization and backstepping, and many others. 

 

The DP system typically receives the following data inputs: 

❏ a set point value for desired position and heading  

❏ the actual position and heading of the vessel provided by GPS/IMU system or other              
(Kalman filter may be used to improve the data accuracy of the pose, for instance, to                
minimize the effect of waves in the IMU response) 

❏ (in some cases) dynamical effects caused by wind based of feed-forward model 



 

 

 

Figure 1.2. An example of ship control scheme by Arditti et al. (2018). Here the DP system                 
is represented by the “Control System” component before the TA algorithm. 

 

 

In some existing systems the ranges of responsibilities of the DP and TA control systems may                
be somewhat shifted (e.g. the effect of the wind in DP is actually handled in TA) or even                  
combined into a single component control system. However, in a general case the DP control               
essentially calculates the required total forces and moment for the vessel in order to reach a                
certain set-point value for a desired pose. 

Thrust allocation systems operate underneath DP and handle the optimal distribution of            
forces/moments to available actuators/thrusters. For this reason improvements in TA control           
algorithms result also in an improvement in DP control (Arditti et al., 2018). TA algorithms               
are also important in DP simulations of thruster failures where the number of available              
thrusters abruptly changes.  

The utilization of Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP) method in the TA control is one              
option to handle dynamic changes of thruster availability and thruster failures, thus ensuring             
an adaptive and robust DP control system (Arditti et al., 2018). SQP algorithm iteratively              
calculates the optimal configuration and parameters for the thrusters from a quadratic            
objective function and a set of non-linear constraints. These constraints are to some extent              
ship specific, including factors such as thruster properties along with their physical limitation             
etc., and must be accurately specified for any given vessel during system configuration.             
Another possible options for solving the thrust allocation problem would be for example to              
use simple Quadratic Programming (QP) or Model Predictive Control (MPC) (e.g. Rindaroey            



and Johansen, 2013; Skjong and Pedersen, 2017). Both of the referred papers also considered              
aspects of DP control. 

 

2. Objectives 
The main objective of this project was to implement a thruster control system in ROS to the                 
given model ship described in Section 1. The main task of this control system was to                
determine and distribute the control outputs for all the thrusters of the ship in order to move                 
the ship to a desired direction or in some particular way. The ship was to be controlled using                  
two to three joysticks in a realistic way similar to the controllers in real marine vessels. The                 
possible manoeuvres to be implemented were forward/backward motions, sideways motions,          
as well as circular rotation around an arbitrary pivot point. The location of this pivot point                
could be determined using joystick control and can be located either inside or outside the               
ship’s hull. The location of the pivot point hence dictates the desired trajectory of the ship in                 
case of a rotational motion. 

In addition to the thruster allocation, we also aimed to research and implement some type of                
dynamic positioning control. This system was supposed to compensate for wind-related           
effects on the ship that were, in this case, not measured but simulated in ROS. Other dynamic                 
effects induced by external/environmental factors (e.g. waves, hydrodynamic interactions,         
etc.) were not to be taken into account. 

Our task was to also add GPS and IMU sensors to the ship and produce their measurements                 
for the built control system to be utilized. While the role of GPS here was mostly to provide                  
additional information to the control displays and UI, the IMU measurements are an             
important input signal to the control system. 

During development and building the system a simulation environment including physics was            
to be built inside ROS, which allows, e.g., testing of the physically modelled system and               
tuning the controllers. The primary and practical testing of the system was planned to be done                
in the Aalto Ice Tank testing pool facility in the later stages of the development.  

 

The objectives of the project are roughly summarized in below: 

● Research and implementation of thrust allocation and dynamic positioning algorithms 

● Building of prototype control system and interface into ROS 

● Simulation and testing (incl. pool testing) of the TA and DP systems and trajectories 

● Inclusion of sensors to the model ship and their outputs to the control system 

 

3. Project plan 



 

The project plan was supposed to lay out the main goals of the project, roughly distribute the                 
tasks to different members of the team and give deadlines to aim for. The tasks were chosen                 
to be made in order that would support our learning off the topic and as well as building the                   
foundation of the thruster allocation before working on the actual things. This meant we              
wanted to create the manual controls (individual mode), joystick support and sensor support             
before the thruster allocation system. 

The project plan also included the working environments, equipment and hours we would be              
having as well as means of communication and meeting places and times. Because of the               
Corona situation the meetings were quickly changed to be online only, but otherwise we were               
able to stick to our original plans pretty well. 

The work we put into planning the project helped us to understand much better what we were                 
working with, and cutting the tasks into smaller subtasks really helped to get started with the                
project. Work breakdown structure (WBS), the milestone table and work packages were            
especially good at creating a better picture of how the tasks could be broken down, and while                 
they were not that meaningful later on themselves, the knowledge you gained while creating              
them helped to the very end of the project.  

Distributing the tasks of the project also helped the project overall, as there was never a                
moment we had to wonder who was responsible for what. Passing tasks to people or no-one                
picking up some tasks is a common problem in school projects, but since we were able to                 
give clear tasks for everyone, there was no time lost on poor management.  

 

Below is a table with the milestones we had and the deadlines related to them.  

Milestone Milestones Deadline 

M1 Project Plan 6.2. 

M2 Individual mode is done and tested 1.3. 

M3 Working prototype of simulation software     
and display (without allocation mode) 

5.3. 

M4 Business Aspects Seminar Slides 6.3. 

M5 Business Aspects Document 13.3. 

M6 Allocation mode is done and tested  17.4. 



M7 All components are integrated and the final       
system is working. 

12.5. 

M8 Gala 19.5. 

M9 The Final Report 29.5. 

 

4. Results 
 

The result of this project is a collection of ros packages that provides nodes relating to ship                 
control, user interface, ship simulation and sensor data gathering. The basis for the software              
structure was the ros packages made last year, although many new modules were added and a                
lot of old ones were modified or rendered obsolete. 

Figure 4.1.1 shows the nodes that are run during normal operation with physical joysticks              
connected and all functions of the ship available. Blue colors indicate nodes that are required               
to run on the ship system as they interface with the ship hardware. Green colors indicate                
nodes that should be run on the remote control system e.g. a laptop because those nodes                
interface with control peripherals. The pink nodes are visualization nodes. The uncolored            
nodes contain most of the logic and calculations for controlling the ship. 

The pink and the uncolored nodes can be run on any platform due to the distributed nature of                  
ROS, however the computational load related to them might be most appropriately delegated             
to the remote machine. 

The graph shown in Figure 4.1.1 is a modified version of output of the rqt_graph ROS tool                 
commonly used for system visualization. The circles depict nodes and the arrows depict             
information flow with the topic names labeled. The graph has been manually modified to              
have a clearer composition of the nodes and some trivial topic names have been deducted. 

One additional piece missing from Figure 4.1.1 is the RViz node. All of the pink visualization                
nodes are actually outputting data to the RViz node but it is not visible in the graph. 



 

Figure 4.1.1 A simplified version of the computation graph compiled with the rqt_graph tool. 

 

4.1. Controller nodes 
The main control logic is implemented and run on the thruster_allocation and            
dynamic_positioning nodes. They are always run together. 

The thruster_allocation node serves as the low level loop that takes in a desired wrench and                
outputs the individual thruster forces that satisfy the desired wrench. 

The dynamic_positioning node is the high level loop that takes in joystick commands.             
Depending on the control scheme, the node either calculates the resultant force required for              
point to point movement or passes along the desired resultant force straight from the              
joysticks. 

Further details about the implementations of the controller nodes and the algorithms used can              
be found from the appendices. 

 



 

Figure 4.1.2 An example of the inputs and outputs of the thruster_allocation node visualized              
in a simplified ship model. Black arrow is the input wrench and red arrows are the output                 
forces for the thrusters. 

 

 

Figure 4.1.3 The ship control loop where dynamic positioning forms the main loop and              
thruster allocation is a part of the loop. 

 

4.2. Teleoperation nodes 

There’s two nodes dedicated to teleoperating the ship. The joystick_teleop node           
interfaces with physical joysticks while the virtual_joysticks node can be used for            
mouse-only control. 



For teleoperation with the physical joysticks the software offers three modes for every             
joystick. These modes are the individual mode, allocation mode, and pivot point            
mode. 

Setting the joystick to individual mode allows the user to control a single thruster              
manually, skipping the thruster_allocation and dynamic_positioning subsystems. The        
joystick movement controls the direction and magnitude of the force for the thruster.             
Pressing the middle joystick button under the top hat allows changing focus to any              
individual thruster available on the ship. Individual mode can be activated by pressing             
the leftmost upper button on the joystick base. 

In allocation mode the joystick controls the input to the thruster_allocation node.            
Joystick movement in this mode controls the ship’s desired force direction and            
magnitude. Twisting the joystick applies torque to the ship around its defined center             
of gravity. Allocation mode can be activated by pressing the second leftmost upper             
button on the joystick base. 

Pivot point mode is for controlling the pivot point of the ship. The pivot point moves                
a predefined distance away from the ship proportional to the joystick movement.            
While the pivot point is moved to a position away from the center of the ship, twisting                 
another joystick in allocation mode initializes a pivot point turn. During pivot point             
turning the ship rotates around the pivot point in the direction specified with the              
allocation joystick twist. Pivot point mode can be activated by pressing the third             
leftmost upper button on the joystick base. Pivot point control does not have any              
effect on the ship without a twisting motion from a secondary joystick in allocation              
mode. 

All of the same actions can be performed with the virtual_joysticks node’s graphical             
interface with an additional feature for locking the virtual joystick position. 



 

Figure 4.2.1 The general control scheme with two Thrustmaster T1.6000M joysticks. 

4.3. Sensor nodes 

4.3.1. IMU-node and hardware 
An IMU ROS node was created for gathering data related to acceleration and orientation of               
the ship. The IMU node uses the BNO055 9-DOF sensor which comprises an accelerometer,              
gyroscope and magnetometer. The sensor also has an onboard high speed ARM Cortex-M0             
processor which takes in all sensor data, runs the sensor fusion algorithm and then outputs the                
data in form of quaternions, euler angles, acceleration and angular velocity which is used by               
the ROS node. BNO055 sensor can measure acceleration between +/- 2g to +/- 16g range. It                
is also able to measure angular velocity between the ranges of +/- 125 deg/sec to +/- 2000                 
deg/sec. 

The bno055 sensor was connected to a raspberry pi 4 to read the sensor data. It uses a 3.3V                   
power supply input and for the data transfer bus, I2C connection was used between the sensor                
and the raspberry pi. There is a known hardware I2C issue between BNO055 sensor and the                
raspberry pi called I2C clock stretching, this issue doesn’t allow the raspberry pi to work on                
it’s default baudrate which might be 100KHz or 1MHz. This problem was fixed using a               
software clock stretching solution. The baudrate of the raspberry pi was slowed down to              
10KHz which outputs the sensor data accurately. The wiring diagram for sensor and             
raspberry pi 4 is shown below in the figure 4.3.1. 

 



 

Figure 4.3.1: Sensor wiring diagram 

 

The software library used for configuring the sensor and GPIO access was provided by              
adafruit and are called Adafruit CircuitPython BNO055 and Adafruit_Blinka. These libraries           
helped us configure different sensor settings and measurements to be taken. Furthermore a             
python code was written using these libraries to read data from the sensor and then create a                 
ROS node. All the libraries and sensor data reading code is based on Python3. Finally a                
visualization of the ship was created using this data by my colleague. More information about               
this can be found under section 4.4. 

 

4.3.2. GPS-node and hardware 
A GPS ROS node was created for requesting NMEA formatted data from a GPS device. An                
Adafruit Ultimate GPS (Product id 4279) with USB interface as well as GPS HAT (Product               
id 2324) were purchased for this purpose. However, only the former was set up and tested                
with the system while the latter was used as a reserve unit. This GPS device was based on                  
MTK3339 chipset and offered a good sensitivity, rich set of features, as well as readily built                
Python 3 library (Adafruit CircuitPython GPS, available at Adafruit’s Github repository) for            
interacting with the sensor (e.g. to request data, and setter functions for configuring the              
device). However, since the version of ROS we utilized was based on Python 2, the Adafruit                
GPS library functions were first rewritten to be compatible with Python 2. Finally, while both               
Python 2 and 3 versions were tested and operable, a decision was made to use non-standard                
configuration of ROS with Python 3 (“ROS 1” officially supported only Python 2), so we               
ended up utilizing a GPS node with some of the original Adafruit GPS library. 

A ROS GPS node’s task was to request data from the GPS device over a serial connection                 
(UART) and publish both the GPS status information and location data in ROS topic              
asynchronously for the UI/Displays to use. A custom ROS message string was used to              
transport the data to other nodes through the ROS topics. This data string included a GPS                
timestamp, location and velocity data, tracking angle, and a horizontal dilution of precision             
(HDOP) estimate. 



The role of GPS data in this project was mostly to provide auxiliary data and was not                 
involved in any way in the actual control pipeline. This was partly because of the               
questionable availability of GPS data in testing environments (the ship was a prototype model              
ship to be used indoor or in testing pools only) and was not either essential in TA simulations.                  
Regardless, our objective was to implement the GPS sensor interface to ROS along with              
other sensors, in which we were successful. 

 

4.3.3. Wind-node 
The wind node is supposed to gather information from the sensors in the system in an official                 
NMEA format and process it to a vector format, which the vessel can then use to adjust the                  
thrusters to the wind forces.  

 

 

Figure 1. The NMEA0183 format for wind data.  

 

The angle of the wind (value 1) and the speed of the wind (value 3) are used to create the                    
vector. This vector is passed to the simulation physics and it pushes the vessel to the specified                 
direction. Also, the wind value is feed forwarded to thruster allocation algorithm by the              
dynamic positioning system so that the thrusters can counteract the effect of wind. The wind               
node is working independently from other parts of the system - as long as the input is in                  
correct format and the receiving system accepts vector outputs, the wind node should work              
with any system. The wind node was created with future sensor implementations in mind,              
meaning that any sensor outputting a NMEA0183 format data should be compatible with the              
system. Currently we are using virtual joysticks to simulate wind (direction and speed). The              
virtual joystick sends data in NMEA format as a sensor would.  

 

4.4. Simulation, display and visualization nodes 
 



The simulation software is a very essential part of the entire project. In fact, the main focus                 
during this project was developing a simulation and visualization system that allows            
prototyping and testing different algorithms with minimal efforts and without the real model             
ship. At the midway of the project, we learnt that we will not be able to test algorithms with                   
the model ship on the pool due to COVID-19 pandemic, so we decided to keep full focus on                  
developing the simulation. The core of the simulation consists of two nodes: vessel and              
tf_broadcaster. In addition, multiple visualization nodes are used for visualizing the           
movement of the vessel in the simulation. Below is a short description of related nodes. 

4.5. tf_broadcaster 
 

● Used for running the simulation loop 

● Listens thruster commands from the joysticks (individual mode) or from thruster           
allocation (allocation mode) and applies the commands to the simulated vessel 

● Listens wind commands from the wind node and applies the wind vector to the system 

● Listens thruster hardware state of each real thruster and forwards the received state             
information to thruster allocation 

● Can publish simulated thruster states as well, if the real thrusters are not connected.              
Allows to simulate a situation where a thruster is lost/disconnected during the            
operation. 

● Listens pivot point commands from the joysticks and publishes the pivot point to             
RVIZ for visualization 

● Publishes thrust force vectors to RVIZ for visualization 

● Publishes the net force vector to RVIZ for visualization 

● Broadcasts the following TF frames to ROS TF tree 

○ ship 

○ port_stern_thruster (thruster 0) 

○ starboard_stern_thruster (thruster 1) 

○ bow_thruster (thruster 2) 

○ wind (this frame is only for visualization purposes) 

○ pivot_point 

 

4.6. vessel 
● Calculates the physics updates for the vessel and the thrusters 



● The calculations are based on the estimated mass, moment of inertia and resistive             
forces, such as water drag and hull force 

● The velocity and the position (and angular velocity and heading angle) of the vessel              
are calculated at every time step based on the thrust input and other forces mentioned               
above. Semi-implicit euler method is used for numerically integrating the acceleration           
of the vessel to get the velocity and the position. 

● Publishes the full state of the vessel (pos x, pos y, angle, vel x, vel y, angular vel) for                   
dynamic positioning system 

4.7. RViz 
● RViz is used for visualization. Using RViz with ROS is very convenient as the tool               

allows to visualize force vectors, points, CAD models and many other markers            
out-of-the-box. 

● Even more importantly, the tool together with ROS TF automatically handles the            
coordinate frame transformation when the actual frames are defined and broadcasted.           
There is no need to manually transform for example a vector or a point from the world                 
frame to the ship frame or vice versa. 

● Allows the programmers to specify in which frames they want to visualize specific             
markers. 

● Allows either 3D or 2D (from top) visualization. Physics are calculated in 2D though. 

4.8. All visualization nodes 
● These nodes send visualization markers to RVIZ. The actual visualization happens in            

RVIZ though. 
● gps_visualization node received GPS measurements from the GPS node and sends the            

data to RVIZ in text format for visualization 
● imu_visualization node receives IMU measurements (linear velocity, angular velocity,         

euler angles) from the IMU node and sends the data to RVIZ for visualization. 
● ship_visualization node utilized a CAD model of the ship for visualization purposes.            

The ship is visualized at the correct position and orientation in RVIZ based on the               
pose information fetched from the TF tree 

● target_visualization node visualizes the navigation goal for the dynamic positioning          
system. The goal pose is shows as a red CAD model in RVIZ 

● thruster_status_visualization node visualizes the load of each thruster with a gauge           
chart. The charts are shown in the top of RVIZ screen 

● thruster_visualization node visualizes a single thruster using a CAD model of the            
thruster. The angle and position of the thruster is read from the TF tree. 

● trajectory_visualization node visualizes a trajectory, i.e. an array of vessel target           
poses. Receives the trajectory from the dynamic positioning node. The trajectory is            
visualized as a set of arrows, where a single arrow represents the target pose of the                
vessel. 

 



 
Figure 4.7.1 Visualized vessel movement in RVIZ in thruster allocation mode. The red arrow              
indicates the commanded resultant force while the yellow (and black) arc indicates the             
commanded resultant torque. In this case the torque is positive, i.e. towards the positive              
z-axis (causes counter-clockwise rotation). The orange arrows represent the allocated thrust           
forces per thruster and the blue arrow represents the net force which is the sum of the thrust                  
forces, wind and resistive hull force. 

4.9. Logging node 
● The logging node collects data from all topics and saves them with rosbag’s record              

-function. This data can then be used to replay a run of the system in the simulator, or                  
to analyze the data collected from the run. In the current form of the system, only the                 
latest run is saved for easier replays. The system will account for any topics added               
later on, but will not be able to play old replays on versions with more topics (or you                  
will run into some errors at least).  

● The files created by the rosbag are saved in a folder in the user’s home directory. The                 
recording can be enabled to be run with every single run of the system. The replay has                 
its own launch file, “playback.launch”, that will specifically launch only the required            
software for running a replay of a run.  

 

5. Reflection of the Project 

5.1. Achieving objectives 
All goals mentioned in the project plan have been reached, except that testing the model ship                
system in a testing pool was impossible due to COVID-19 pandemic and restricted access to               



school facilities. Also, custom power supply PCBs (DC-DC converters) for the new raspis             
were not manufactured as we did not have access to the school laboratory and PCB               
manufacturing tools. Custom PCBs for the new IMU sensors were not manufactured either             
for the same reason. The actual sensors are however working as expected with the new               
Raspberry Pis. Overall, the entire focus on this project was changed to the software side as                
soon as we found out that we will not be able access to the laboratory and do mechanical                  
work there. 

The system has extensively been tested using the simulation and the real hardware and it is                
proven to work as specified in the project plan. Implemented functionalities were videoded             
and presented to the instructor and other project groups during the final presentation and              
demo video. The dynamic positioning system was not in the requirements list, but we still               
managed to implement an experimental simulation-based DP system as we had enough time             
for that at the end. In fact, we implemented two separate controllers for the DP system: a PID                  
controller and an LQR controller. Both are working fine with the system. 

Overall, the pandemic had relatively small effect on the outcome of the project and we are                
pleased that we were able to complete virtually all requirements regardless of the challenging              
situation. 

5.2. Timetable 

The planned schedule was realized well and all common milestone deadlines were met             
(project plan, business slides and document, demo video, webinar slides). The most of other              
deadlines were met as well. In fact, at the early phase of the project some tasks were                 
completed well ahead of the schedule. For instance we were able to implement a working               
prototype of the simulation very fast and we were already doing real tests with the ship                
motors in individual mode in late February when the pandemic had not outbroken in Finland               
yet. The sensor nodes were lagging slightly behind the schedule on the halfway of the project                
as we had some difficulties in deciding what would be good GPS and IMU sensors for the                 
ship. However, once we placed the order, the sensors were delivered very fast and the actual                
sensor nodes were completed soon after that. 

Thruster allocation algorithm was anticipated to be quite tricky to implement, considering            
that the literature on thrust allocation is typically quite advanced and it takes lots of time to                 
get familiar with related research papers. When we started investigating different options and             
learned different optimization techniques, we were able to implement a working prototype of             
a thrust allocation algorithm surprisingly fast. This required lots of effort though, as none of               
us were familiar with mathematical optimization beforehand. In addition, the original task            
distribution was not realized in the thruster allocation node, but the tasks were reassigned to               
different team members instead. We were able to finish the basic thruster allocation ROS              
node on time, however the pivot point maneuvering task was running late on schedule as it                
was much harder than expected. The main reason for this was, however, that we decided to                



utilize the dynamic positioning system in pivot point maneuvering and the final maneuvering             
is actually quite advanced compared to the original plan. 

The time planned for the integration testing was quite long, and we did not really require that                 
much time for the final testing mainly due to the lack of pool testing and hardware                
integration. That is why we implemented some extra features at the end including different              
controllers for the DP system and different visualization nodes, e.g. trajectory visualization            
and thruster load gauge charts. 

The total workload of the project was very close to what we expected. i.e. none of the tasks                  
were significantly more or less time consuming compared to what we planned, except the              
pivot point maneuvering which was already mentioned above. In addition, setting up the new              
raspis required more time than we planned as we had lots of problems with getting ROS to                 
work with Python 3 (ROS melodic does not officially support Python 3). We had to install                
Ubuntu many times and put lots of effort into compiling ROS from source for Python 3.                
Eventually we managed to make it work properly. 

5.3. Risk analysis 

None of the risks listed in the project plan were realized. All hardware components were               
delivered on time and all of them were working fine. Also, all existing components in the                
model ship were working as expected and none of them broke during the project. Software               
architecture had to be partially replanned a few times during the project, but the team               
members were able to adapt to the new architecture quickly, so this did not cause any delay to                  
the project. Once we got the model ship home, we were able to start doing tests with the real                   
ship and no issues occurred in this phase either. 

The biggest unpredictable risk was obviously COVID-19 pandemic which caused that we            
were not allowed to access school facilities from mid-March until the end of the project. Also                
we were unable to organize face-to-face meetings because of the pandemic, so all of the               
meetings were arranged online since then. This caused some minor problems as some of the               
technical difficulties would have been easier to solve during face-to-face-meetings in the            
university laboratory. Fortunately, we were allowed to take the model ship home and do all               
hardware testing at home instead of the school laboratory. Thanks to this, we were able to                
execute the original project plan well. 

 

5.4. Project Meetings 
During the first half of the course, we were organizing face-to-face meetings roughly once a               
week. Typically the most of the team members were physically present in the meetings and               
the rest joined online through Google Hangouts. The instructor was abroad during the first              
half of the course, so he was not attending the meetings. The first meetings were usually quite                 
long (around 2 hours) since there were many questions and issues to be solved and none of us                  
had a very specific picture of thruster allocation at the early stage of the project. We also had                  



few lab meetings where we got familiar with the model ship and did some initial experiments                
with the real thrusters.  

Since the outbreak of the pandemic (mid-March) we have organized weekly meetings online.             
All team members were typically present in the meetings most of the time. The weekday of                
the meeting varied between weeks and we typically agreed the meeting time one day before. 

All meetings (both face-to-face and online) had a clear written agenda which was uploaded to               
Google drive before the meeting by the project manager. Also, a memo was written during               
each meeting. The default progression of each meeting was the following 

● Go though the agenda step by step 

● Check what everyone has done since the previous meeting 

● Discuss if there are some issues or problem that must be solved together 

● Assign tasks for each team member for the next week 

 

Some of the meetings had very technical discussion where we resolved some code-level             
problems. Some of the issues were only relevant to a few team members. The meeting time                
during the online meetings was used effectively and the online meetings were generally much              
shorter than the face-to-face meetings, with a typical length ranging from 30 mins to 60 mins. 

5.5. Quality  

The quality of the developed software and hardware had an important role in this project. The                
software must be of high quality since other project course groups will probably work with               
the existing system in the future. We were constantly paying attention to readability,             
modularity, scalability and performance of the software. The actual code is extensively            
documented and standard Python guidelines are used in the code, i.e. the code is written in a                 
“Pythonic” way. In addition, each package has a README file that describes the             
functionality of each ROS node in moderate detail. There is also a top-level README file               
that provides an overview of the entire system and instructions on how to launch the whole                
system or individual nodes. The system is designed in such a way that everything is easy to                 
launch with a few commands: A single launch command for the simulation (and related              
nodes) and another launch command for starting the actual hardware nodes after logging in to               
the onboard raspi. The user of the system does not have to be a Linux expert in order to be                    
able to run the system. 

Separate documents are provided for the thruster allocation and dynamic positioning           
algorithms as appendices. The documents contain a formal and consistent explanation of the             
algorithms and each formula and symbol is well explained in the documentation. We did not               
encounter major quality problems except a few software bugs which were typically fixed             
soon after revealing a bug. 

 



5.6. Communication 
The main communications channels were Telegram and Slack. Telegram was used for            
general discussion, for example for agreeing meetings. The most of technical discussion took             
place in Slack where we had a separate channel for each work package. The discussion in                
Slack was quite active most of the time, but some of the team members were not very                 
responsive in Slack and sometimes it took a few days to get a reply. Fortunately it was                 
possible to reach all team members through Telegram either in the main channel or through a                
private message.  

Having separate channels in Slack for different areas was very useful to make sure that               
different topics did not get mixed with each other. In addition, slack was the main               
communication channel between the instructor and the group (especially the project           
manager). The instructor was responsive and it was really easy to ask anything from the               
instructor at any time. Also, using slack made it easy for the instructor to follow the                
conversation and progression of the project, considering the lack of face-to-face meetings            
with the instructor. The pandemic made the role of Slack communication even more             
important compared to the situation where we would have had frequent face-to-face lab             
meetings. Overall, the online communication was quite effective throughout the project. 

We also used Trello for project management and implicit discussion. The project manager             
listed all project tasks to Trello under categories “confirmed”, “in progress” and “done”. The              
tasks were assigned to particular team members and a clear deadline was set to each task.                
Trello allowed very convenient tracking of project tasks and deadlines and also allowed the              
instructor to constantly follow the progression. 

6. Discussion and Conclusions 

 

Mikael: I learned a lot about how to manage large-scale projects with a lot of members. I was                  
not the project manager, but was still able to realize how much it helps to have a dedicated                  
manager for a project and what mistakes / good things you can do while managing a project.                 
The importance of proper planning and management was in spotlight during this project.             
Planning helped a lot with getting started and prevented any surprises down the road, as               
workloads were mostly known before we even got started on the project as a whole. I also                 
learned plenty about ROS and its features, got some more experience with Python. Working              
with ROS in the future is a lot easier, and I am actually looking forward to learn more about                   
it. I was often working as the memo maker in meetings, which allowed me to learn some note                  
taking skills. Overall communication skills and how to create proper communication channels            
for a group is a more clear to me now.  

Tomas: From the technical side I learned a lot about ROS software structure along with               
usage of the common ROS tools. I got also introduced to optimization algorithms and linux               
input device drivers. From the project management side I was interested to learn how a bit                



more technical project can be managed. I learned that a project with clearly defined              
specifications and goals from the beginning can be managed in a more holistic way instead of                
a project with more open-ended starting goals, where agile methods would be used. 

Tuure: The project topic was great, although it took some time to get a grasp what it was all                   
about. We had a good team and we got pretty much all the things done as planned as well as                    
in schedule. The project starting point was good, and it was easy to start building on that. The                  
division of work and schedules were probably the most difficult thing since everyone had of               
course their own workload and different schedules. However, the group was very motivated             
and often helped each other if difficulties were encountered. Another difficult matter was the              
division of certain work packages, such as the “Allocation mode”, which also contained the              
main deliverable in this project. It would have been perhaps helpful to equalize tasks between               
different group members if we would have managed to split the packages and tasks to even                
smaller segments. Another matter was that due to the extraordinary Corona-virus situation            
our planned development work with the ship’s hardware was not of course possible to be               
carried out. So the project partly fell a bit short on that behalf. I learned a lot about marine                   
technologies and control techniques related to ship operations. I also learned more about ROS              
in general -- for instance, how projects are organized, ROS nodes, and the Python API --                
which was one of my goals as well. I wish I could have contributed more to the actual                  
development of the control algorithms and their implementation in ROS, but well... at least I               
still got more things to do later on and keep learning about. Cheers! 

 

Miika: For me this project was an interesting learning experience in many ways. I had no                
experience about project management before this course and I had never attended such a              
large and challenging school project before. Also, the situation where I am responsible for a               
project was new to me. During the project I learned some of the Dos and Don’ts that one can                   
do as a project manager and I would indeed do some things in a bit different way if the                   
project was started over now. I learned that proper planning is very important in this kind of                 
large project. More importantly, I learned that well-specified task distribution is extremely            
important to make the execution of the project efficient. If there are some “free” tasks that                
should be done, but are not clearly assigned to anyone, then nobody will most probably do                
those tasks and after all the project manager is responsible that everything gets done. This               
easily results in losing time and in this kind of project where the schedule is quite tight, it is                   
very important to try to keep everyone active and motivated all the time. Overall I feel like I                  
and the team did quite well, considering that the result of the project was successful,               
everything was completed on time and the instructor gave positive feedback on the outcome              
of the project. Also every team member stayed quite active most of the time throughout the                
project, even though there were some weaker periods as well. 

As a regular team member, I am very happy with my effort to this project. I learned a lot                   
about ROS and related tools, and I feel like I am now able to develop large systems with                  
ROS. I also learned about mathematical optimization and became more familiar with optimal             
control. I improved my skills in technical writing too, especially writing documents with lots              



of math involved. I am also satisfied with my personal time management during the course.               
In the project plan I planned to distribute my working hours equally to each week so that                 
there is no huge “peeks” e.g. at the end of the project. This plan was realized very well and                   
my contribution to the project was very balanced throughout the spring term. 

Many thanks to the team and to the instructor who provided valuable guidance throughout the               
project even though he could not be physically present during this spring. Lastly, the results               
of this project would not have been possible without the great effort of last year’s project                
work group. They built an excellent platform and it was really convenient to start building               
new features on top of the existing model and software. Special thanks to Samu Kallio who                
helped and familiarized us with the existing platform at the beginning of this project. 

 

Shazam:  

This project was a great chance for me to learn many technical/practical and theoretical skills               
about thruster allocation. My main task was to work on an IMU node for the project. I                 
learned quite a lot about using sensors with raspberry pi 4. I had to work with two different                  
sensors before we decided on which one to finally use for the project. This taught me how to                  
work with two different languages with sensors, for example C++ and Python3. Furthermore,             
a completely new skill for me to learn was working with ROS. It was quite challenging for                 
me to work with ROS but with my colleagues' help and studying ROS online helped me                
achieve the set target for the project. I also learned quite well how to work together with a                  
team where everyone is working on different modules and then they need to be integrated               
together. I reached my set goal and finished my task when it was required. Although I didn’t                 
work on other parts of the projects, I was always reading about the things my other                
teammates were doing and following their codes when they pushed it to GitLab. It was a                
great project and learning experience.  

 

List of Appendixes 

● Project plan 
● Business aspects document 
● Thruster Allocation Using Sequential Quadratic Programming 
● Dynamic Positioning Using Linear-Quadratic Regulation 
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